
SUSTAINABILITYproduct guide



BRAND VALUES

With a deep respect for the
Ocean and Earth, and a desire
to enhance sustainable
practices, we decided to
create a label that embodies a
carefree, modern, and
conscientious lifestyle.
Sustainability is always at the
forefront of our minds when it
comes to designs, waste, and
packaging.

SUSTAINABLE

We prioritise exceptional quality,
ensuring our designs seamlessly
blend with the luxury yacht lifestyle
while also embodying its
uniqueness.

The Evolution of Yacht uniform.

QUALITY, ELEGANCE, COMFORT

We are constantly seeking
ways to reduce our
environmental impact while
connecting with like-minded
individuals and organisations
who share our values. 

GIVING BACK
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We are dedicated to constantly researching and
sourcing sustainable and innovative fabrics to add
to our collection. 

We have partnered with trusted and certified,
manufacturer’s who share our values. Our fabric
suppliers are European based, observing the
strictest EU labor standards, free from child and
forced labour their workers are surrounded in a
safe working space and paid a living wage. 

Our major fabric suppliers are based in Portugal
and hold renewable energy certification.

FABRICS



Organic Content Standard (OCS) - License Number: CB-CUC- 1003384

Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) - CU1003384GOTS-2022-00170893 for
Product categories: Dyed fabrics (PC0025) / Dyeing (PR0008)*, Knitting (PR0015), 
Trading (PR0030) Organic Cotton 

Global Recycled Standard (GRS) - License Number: CB-CUC- 1003384 for our Recycled
Polyester and Cupro fabrics

STeP by OEKO-TEX ®

OEKO-TEX ® STANDARD 100 - Certificate Number: 10094CIT, 6528CIT, 12933CIT

AXPO – 100% Green energy Certificate 

SUPIMA ® License Number: 91F6BV4O

LENZING™ Lyocell (Standard) - Certificate Number: 122000118603  

LENZING™ Lyocell (Standard)/ Cotton - Certificate Number: 123000115655 

RESPONSIBLE WOOL STANDARD - License number : 892197

CERTIFICATES



ETHICALLY MADE
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We are a small team dedicated to prioritising
quality, the use of eco-friendly materials, and
ethical production. 

Our garments are meticulously manufactured
and tailored by skilled dressmakers in Bulgaria.

We send our garments directly to our clients
from Bulgaria which enables us to be involved in
every part of the production process, while also
reducing our Carbon Footprint. 

Each item undergoes strict quality control
measures, while conforming to EU labor
standards as well as their company specific
Code of Conduct. 
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One Tree Planted is a non-profit organisation focused
on Global reforestation.
Their vision is to restore forests, create habitat for
biodiversity, and make a positive social impact
around the world.  
With your support, we aid in environmental
conservation and restoration across the globe!

We've recently aligned with another esteemed
organization, who’s are revolutionising ocean
conservation.They are dedicated to preserving the
planet's coral reefs through hands-on reef
restoration. When you make a purchase, you can
actively participate by allowing us to adopt a coral on
your behalf. 
A coral fragment is placed in a nursery, where it
undergoes robust growth and development. After a
little over a year, your adopted coral, now matured
and resilient, is transplanted back onto the natural
reef. This process actively contributes to the
restoration of life and biodiversity in the ocean. 

An added bonus is that you can watch your coral
growth in real time. 
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STAY CONNECTED

WWW.CREW.COCOANDKANDY.COMwebsite

social @COCOANDKANDYCREW

email CREW@COCOANDKANDY.COM


